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pletely in the dark. The butcheries occur
with a regularity and fullness of horror
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It is certain that any of them could have
ascertained by a liltle inquiry that the usual
BEACHING TOE BUSINESS.
contract rates on telegraphing, in quantities
I The arrangement which is reported elsemuch less than that of the Government, is
where lor a solid train between Chicago and
d
of a cent per word. Before 'the
Pittsburg over the Chicago and Atlantic absorption of the Baltimore and Ohio Teleand Pittsburg and Western roads,is another graph by the Western Union it was one- evidence of the manner in which the youngfourth of a cent. That there are favored
est of Pittsburg's Western connections is corporations which get the rate of one mill
reaching out for business.
per word, as the Postmaster General alleges,
The Pittsburg and Western has heretofore is quite possible, but is matter for farther
demonstrated its importance as a factor in proof.
The
the freieht business of the city.
Under these facts it is easy for any unstarting of a train which will shorten prejudiced mind to see that while the new
Chihere
the
between
time
and,
Mr. Wanamaker has fixed may
cago by some honrs will give it an be too low, is not as much so as the old
it
equal value in the passenger business It rate was too high. If the new rate is too
seems wisely determined to take the place low, or
if there is any such difference in the
which some of its predecessors have abanbusiness that the Government is not entitled
doned of the railroad that particularly to as low rates as private patrons on large
looks alter Pittsburg's interests.
contracts, the onus is on the telegraph comThis is a comfortable demonstration of pany to show the fact. Until then the outthe fact that, Ijowever trunk line negotia-iion- s cry against the Postmaster General's action
may strive to attain that end, it has can be attributed only to ignorance or innot ret been possible to shut ont competiterest.
tion from our city.
There Is no justification for the idea that
the Government should pay three or four
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times the rate given to private contract
The note of dissension which was sounded patrons; and Mr. Wanamaker ideserves the
between Messrs. Bigelow and Brown, at the public approval for putting a sharp stop to
Board of Awards some weeks ago, came out a rate of charges that approached perilously
with renewed strength at the meeting of the close to the line of public scandal. .
same body yesterday. The merits of the
dispute can be looked at from both sides.
SHOULD BE STABTING NOW.
It is undoubtedly the right of a member of Contracts were yesterday given out for
the board to, vote on each contract separateseveral additional city streets. Now, push
ly; while, on the other hand, the motion of the workl Pittsburg should rise next winMr. Bigelow to award the Forbes street ter from the mud. The ordinances are
contract to the lowest bidder, will strike the passed, the appropriations made, and everypublic as a decidedly legitimate action on thing and everybody waiting for the pavethe part of the Chief of the Department of ments!
Public Works. The net result of the row
When the improvements so far ordered
seems likely to be that Forbes street may shall have been made the comforts of resihave to get along with cobblestone pave- dence will be greatly enhanced. But do
ments until next year.
not let them lag until fall, or defer hope till
another summer comes.
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POSSIBILITY

OF PLUTOCRACY.

A New York newspaper which is

some-

what notorious for its support of corporate
and monopolistic interests, in replying to
the talk about plutocratic tendencies of the
day, asks the lollowing question with the
evident belief that it is a poser: "Ip a
country of popular suffrage how can there
be a rule of the rich?"
This is very much like the argument of
Mr. S. C. T. Dodd, the solicitor of the
Standard Oil Tiust, a 'year of two ago,
which demonstrated, with convincing legal
logic, that as the law of this country does
not permit monopolies, and as the Standard
Oil Company is operating under the laws
of t his country, therelore it was conclusively demonstrated that the Standard Oil
Trust could possess no monopoly of the
petroleum business.
Both of them are
strongly akin to the case of a lawyer who,
when informed by a client of the legal aggressions of his opponents, assured him repeatedly that his antagonists could not do
what they had done The client finally lost
patience, and declared somewhat wrathfnlly
that, as they had done it, they could do it;
and what he wanted was to know how to
obtain redress.
There can be no monopolies in this country if the laws are maintained and supported
in their integrity; neither can there be-rule of the rich if the popular suffrage is
preserved in its purity, and thus made to
support the popular rights. But a few such
gigantic facts as the Standard Oil Trust,
and the defiance of the courts and law by
the great combinations, iurnisn evidence
enough to the effect that inch things can be
in this country, because thoy are.
THE APPBECIATION OF HTM0B.
The disgust with which the Hon. B, G.
Horr, of Michigan, has rejected thebffer of
tbeconsulate at Valparaiso, is taken by a
nnmber of our esteemed cotemporaries as
an indication that political wit, of which
Mr. Horr is regarded as the leading exponent, is not appreciated by this administration. The inference is hardly a justifiable
one. As the position offered Mr. Horr is
stated to pay 53,000 a year.it appears that the
administration's estimate of Mr. Horr's merit is not without positive value, although
it may be very much below Mr. Horr's estimate. Another evidence of the administration's valuation of humor is furnished by
the fact that the services of the publisher of
Judge in last year's campaign, has been rewarded by getting ltusscll Harrison for a
partner. The general conclusion is likely
to be that Mr. Horr has the better of it, although both Mr. Horr and the administration seem unable to appreciate the fact.
While there maybe an inability on the part
of the administration to estimate the literary
value of humor, it seems clear that it has
rather exaggerated appreciation of its political worth.
KOBE TEBBISLE THAN FICTION.

That interesting person, the Ripper, furnished another twelve hours of excitement
to London yesterday if not the real "Eipper," then at least some skillful imitator,
who selects his victims from the same class,
and butchers in the same fashion, as the
original sensationalist. Public interest in
these "Kipper" tragedies throughout En--'
gland can hardly be appreciated through
any mere account of it. The andacity of
the crimes, the invariable escape of the
assassin, leaving not a clue .behind, the
helplessness of the police, and the terros
among the common people at the idea of
scch a skillful assassin as the(Bipper stalking amonc them unrecognized', and waiting
opportunities for ftewvictims, make a situation which, for a good month or more following each of these murders, is very straining
on the London mind.
It was supposed that Gaborlau and
the French dealers in criminal romance, had composed plots so astounding
that some of their novels should be dis
Bois-gobe- y,
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The vigorous attempt of Governor Lowiy,
of Mississippi, to secure the arrest of the
prize fighters has evoked the criticism from
Northern newspapers that he could do more
good by securing the punishment' of the
prominent citizens of Mississippi, who aided
and abetted in the fight, including the railroad officials who furnished special trains
for that occasion, and the various officers
who were present at the fight, and are reported to haye afforded protection and countenance to the" fighters. The criticism would
have been exceedingly jnst if it were not
for the later report that this is exactly what
Governor Lowry has done.
It is stated that the rich lumberman who
owned the field where the fight took place,
the referee and the other local celebrities
who abetted the violation of law, have all
been arrested and bound over for trial. In
additicn, the Governor announces his intention to secure the forfeiture bf the charter of the railroad which ran special trains
for the purpose Of making the violation of
the law profitable.
While it may be
doubted whether a corporation's charter can
be taken away for the performance of its
duty of transportation, there is no doubt
that the railway officials who took such
pains to make the fight a success can be individually punished for their action.
It certainly seems as though the Governor
of Mississippi is using impartial and vigorous methods to punish the violators of the
law. While he may not succeed in capturing the fighters, who have escaped to the,
North, lie has certainly cut short the lionizing which they had promised themselves
as the usufrnct of their professional law
breaking.
DOWN WITH THE DANCE,

Atlanta, Georgia, does not travel upon
her shape, as the ungodly would put it,
neither does she content herself with the
reputation of being connected with a certain
"march to the sea," bnt plumes and prides
herself upon the abounding .measure of her
righteousness. She Is dreadfully good. No
city in the Union is in the race at all with
.
Atlanta in this regard.
The other day it was proposed to give a
ball in the new State Capitol at Atlanta on
the occasion of the. dedication of the buildr-inThe godly citizens of Atlanta took
down their dictionaries, and among the B's
they found the word ball defined as "a
social assemblage of persons of both sexes
for the purpose of dancing, either at the invitation and expense of an individual or at
the cost of those attending it, in which case
the ball is said to be public." 4There was
no need to go further than this definition.
Dancing was a device of the evil one that
could not be tolerated in a State building.
It probably appeared more dangerous because it was to be public within the meaning of the dictionary definition. Anyhow,
the ball was promptly squelched. No idle
foot will trip in 'mazy measure over the
Capitolian floor.
Now that Atlanta has1 vanqnished the
of her virtue, her citizens
may have time to look into the infamous
of which convicts in Georgia
constantly complain.
g.
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It sounds rather significant

to learn from

the Republican organs of Philadelphia that
Collector Cooper has determined to respect
the.civil service law and the rules under it,
but that this will not prevent him from
making removals for the good of the service.
The sanguine, field marshal is evidentlypre-pare- d
to make the most of Democratic precedents for reforming the civil service
strictly upon a partisan pattern.'

The commencement ot prosecutions in
London against the owners of overcrowded
apd unhealthy tenements Indicates a possibility that in some things the Old Country
may still be able to ret an example to' this
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glorious land of tbejree. We have not yet
heard of any landlords of rookeries in this
countiy being hauled into court.
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can more fully appreciate than they can the one naturally objected to a boarder of that sort,
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At meeting of From tn.8t. Louis
Boys Will be Boys. Country magistrate)
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This little skipper with eyes ofbrown.
mill would be obliged to work overtime to supthe trnstees of Colby University this afternoon,
As tbe firefly's torch In the twilight gleams.
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over y'r eye will soon heal, ana ye know they
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day. Beggs Is Senior Warden of Camp
They sing of a prince of high renown,
Odd appeal to a Wheeling druggist: "Say,
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The. Summer Exodns The Saleswoman at
Beit Holidays of the Fait and Present.
Ir the figures of the railroad accounts In this
city conld be seen they would show beyond a
doubt that the exodes of Fittsburgers this summer is in excess of any previous record. .The
outflow has been tremendous. Most of those
I'
who bare left Pittsburg for a holiday have bad
the seashore for a destination, bnt the mountain
resorts and merely rural places have taken a
. ,,
great many.
Cresson, Chautauqua, Bedford and the rest
surrounding
spots within
of the
easy reach of Pittsburg are filling up rapidly.
As soon as the weather becomes very hot again
there will not be an empty room in the hotels
and cottages at these places.
The seashore, to judge from the reports that
at Atlantic
have reached'me from
City, Cape May and 'other popular resorts, Is
also crowded to an unparalleled extent. And
all these features of tba holiday season point
to the prosperity of the nation at large. Holiday trips are not feasible unless the cash la at
hand.
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